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Abstract: In this talk, Professor Hwang will share his 40+ years of professional experiences on higher education and high technology in the US, China and Japan. He will provide an unique assessment of their competitive edges in leading the world economic growth. This will reveal the relative merits and shortcomings of the scientific/industrial systems in the top 3 world leading economic powers. By inspection of the fundamental strength and limitations on high-tech innovations in China, he will explore plausible ways on how to make global leadership deeply rooted inside China.

He will suggest new approaches to attracting the best students to receive higher education in China, namely making THU and PKU, etc. the top research university in the world. He will explore ways to recruit the top scientists to work at Chinese universities or mature engineers to work at China’s research centers. China must reverse the brain-drain exodus to the US and Japan and build a better social-economic system to retain talents at all works of life and help highly-educated personals to build their careers in China. All the system changes or social-economic reforms are hinged on building a global vision toward high-tech cultivation and sustainability in China or elsewhere.
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